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Jakarta Pitfalls: Time-Saving Solutions for Struts, Ant, JUnit, and CactusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Escape from common coding pitfalls with this detailed book of proven Jakarta missteps and solutions
The dangers of Jakarta pitfalls are everywhere and countless developers have already been trapped. These mistakes have delayed schedules, allowed major bugs to get into the users’ hands, or led to numerous rewrites in maintenance. Luckily,...
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Tech Terms, Third Edition: What Every Telecommunications and Digital Media Professional Should KnowFocal Press, 2006
The purpose of this book is to provide telecommunications and digital media professionals with a collection of must-know terms and concepts that are likely to pop up in their daily conversations or appear in news articles or informational media that address our increasingly technological world. It is also intended for anyone who simply wants to...
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Risk Management for IT Projects: How to Deal with Over 150 Issues and RisksButterworth-Heinemann, 2006
The rate of failure of IT projects has remained little changed in survey after survey over the past 15-20 yearsover 40-50%. This has happened in spite of new technology, innovative methods and tools, and different management methods. Why does this happen? Why cant the situation be better? One reason is that many think of each IT effort as unique....
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Planning Extreme ProgrammingAddison Wesley, 2000
 

The hallmarks of Extreme Programming--constant integration and automated testing,  frequent small releases that incorporate continual customer feedback, and a teamwork  approach--make it an exceptionally flexible and effective approach to software  development. Once considered radical, Extreme Programming (XP) is rapidly becoming...
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Universal Design: Principles and ModelsCRC Press, 2013

	As the baby boom generation ages, it is crucial that designers understand all they can about bringing this group, as well as all others, design that will offer function, aesthetics, and quality of life. Full of examples and illustrated with pictures of good design, Universal Design: Principles and Models details how the principles of...
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Space And TimeCase Press, 2007

	SPACE AND TIME BY EMILE BOREL Honorary Director of LEcole Normalc Supcrieure Professor of the Faculte des Sciences of Paris Member of the Institute BLACKIE SON LIMITED LONDON AND GLASGOW 1926 Preface The reader will not find here a didactic account of Einsteins theories. Such an account requires the use of the formulas of mathematical physics...
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Linux Administration Cookbook: Insightful recipes to work with system administration tasks on LinuxPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Over 100 recipes to get up and running with the modern Linux administration ecosystem

	
		Key Features

		
			Understand and implement the core system administration tasks in Linux
	
			Discover tools and techniques to troubleshoot your Linux system
	
			Maintain a healthy...
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Getting to Plan B: Breaking Through to a Better Business ModelHarvard Business School, 2009

	

	You have a new venture in mind. And you've crafted a business plan so detailed it's a work of art. Don't get too attached to it.

	

	As John Mullins and Randy Komisar explain in Getting to Plan B, new businesses are fraught with uncertainty. To succeed, you must change the plan in real time as the...
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Seeing Dark Things: The Philosophy of ShadowsOxford University Press, 2008
If a spinning disk casts a round shadow does this shadow also spin? When you experience the total blackness of a cave, are you seeing in the dark? Or are you merely failing to see anything (just like your blind companion)?
  
Seeing Dark Things uses visual riddles to explore our ability to see shadows, silhouettes, and black birds--plus...
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HR For Small Business For Dummies - AustraliaFor Dummies, 2014

	The Australian small business owner's guide to making human resources easy


	More than 87 percent of Australian workplaces are small businesses employing fewer than 20 people. These small business owners know their markets, know their customers, and know how to make their small business run. What they may not know is the...
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Rath & Strong's Six Sigma Team Pocket GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Why are an alarming number of Six Sigma projects failing? The answer has  nothing to do with the technical and statistical tools of Six Sigma—it’s the  soft side: lack of team skills, internal politics, and bad communication. Your  organization can overcome these fatal problems with Rath & Strong’s Six  Sigma Team...
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Broke: What Every American Business Must Do to Restore Our Financial Stability and Protect Our FutureWilliam Andrew Publishing, 2009

	What principled business leaders can do to solve America's current financial crisis


	Broke is a startling wake-up call for America and an honest accounting of what our future holds if we don't take charge and change our country for the better. If the business of America is business, then it's up to our business...
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